
Supplementary Material 

Assessment of Collision-Free Space 

Methods: Collision-free space for orthogonal image pairs at non-coplanar beam angles was assessed at 
the couch angles of 60°, 45°, 30°, 15°, 345° (-15°), 330° (-30°), 315° (-45°), and 300° (-60°) rotations with 
lateral shifts at 0.00 cm and lateral shift extremes (25.32 cm – 976.5 cm). The gantry was rotated around 
the couch at each couch rotation with imaging arms extended. Collision-free was defined as a ~5.00-20.0 
cm separation between the gantry and the couch or the kV detector or source arm and the couch. 
Collisions were specified as: Gantry-Couch Collision (GCC), kVS-Couch Collision (kVSCC), kVD-Couch 
Collision (kVDCC). The allowed gantry angles at various couch rotations were plotted against couch 
rotation and fitted to provide a piecewise function for collision free space for orthogonal image pairs at 
various couch rotations.  

 

Results: Collision-free space for orthogonal image pairs at various couch rotations is detailed below. 
KV/kV image pairs were not possible at couch angles of 60° or 315°-300°. Couch angles at 60° were 
possible for kV-MV beams but the images were poor because the beam passed directly through the 
couch prior to the target. KV/kV orthogonal image pairs at couch angles greater than 30° with oblique 
angles were difficult to register with DRRs. Image pair registration was affected by the use of the Head 
Lat (70 kVp, 5 mAs) versus Head AP (85 kVp, 5 mAs) pre-defined x-ray acquisition parameters. Incorrect 
parameters resulted in difficulty with image registration due to the odd X-ray angles (through top of 
phantom skull at oblique angles). The following polynomial equations were modeled from our 
measurements for collision free space at a lateral shift of 0.00 cm to define collision free space for 
orthogonal image pairs at various couch rotations.  The equations provide two limits for collision-free 
gantry angles. 
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Where      is gantry rotation right,     is gantry rotation left, and    is couch rotation. Lateral shift 
extremes were also assessed. The given orthogonal image pairs can be acquired using the Encompass 
Immobilization System for anterior or posterior lesions with the following lateral (Lat) and vertical (Vrt) 
couch positions: Lat: 984.95-14.66 cm; Vert: 996.97-27.11 cm. 
 
 
 
 
 



Supplementary Table 1. Recommended Gantry Angles for kV/kV Orthogonal Pairs at Various Couch Rotations 

 
LAT Left (984.95 -0.00 cm) LAT Right (0.00 – 14.66 cm) 

CR Gantry Angles (°) Limits Gantry Angles (°) Limits (cm) 

300° NONE -- NONE -- 

315° NONE -- NONE -- 

330° 180 & 270 -- 200 & 290 22.97 VRT 

345° 270 & 0 -- 200 & 290  23.69 VRT 

0° 0& 90 preferred at 0 LAT 225 & 315 0<LAT<6.59  or VRT <22.08 

15° 0 & 90 -- 0 & 90 21.5 LAT 

30° 0 & 90 -- 0 & 90 0<LAT<9.62 or VRT ≤25.86 

45° 15 & 105 LAT >987.00 or  VRT <23.75 0 & 90 
 

60° 20 & 110 -- 0& 90 LAT >7.52 cm 

 


